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Twinson gives you the best of both worlds, the natural appearance and warm feel of wood as well as the  
low-maintenance and durability of PVC. Twinson is 100% recyclable which makes it an environmentally friendly 
alternative to tropical hardwood. 

Twinson is 100% PEFC-certified. This means that the wood used comes from managed sustainable 
forests. Twinson has a long life expectancy, hence the products that contain it guarantees years of 
quality service. After their usable life, they can be 100% recycled and reused without loss of quality.

Twinson is a unique material blending virgin PVC with 
pinewood to create a single new base material, which is 100% 
traceable and 100% recyclable. 

This seamless transition between nature and technology 
gives a beautiful, natural decking that fits perfectly with your 

outdoor space, bringing the peace and tranquillity of your 
outside, inside.

Whether it is a simple area to catch the sun or a full raised 
deck, Twinson has all the components you need for a hard 
wearing, long lasting deck.

BENEFITS OF TWINSON PREMIUM DECKING

TWINSON PREMIUM DECKING

ELEGANT, LONG-LASTING DECKING, WITH RESPECT FOR NATURE

Easy to maintain  
Twinson decking needs no painting or staining due to its 
unique composition. The boards will not split, rot and are 
splinter free. Twinson decking is UV stable and gradually 
obtains a natural patina due to exposure to outside elements. 

High slip resistance  
Twinson decking has two finishes, grooved and smooth. 
Combining safety and comfort it provides high slip resistance 
even when wet. What’s more, Twinson boasts the highest and 
safest classification for barefoot and rubber sole resistance! 

Environmentally friendly  
Twinson has all the advantages of tropical hardwood, 
and more. While tropical hardwood is only available from 
threatened rainforest’s, Twinson is 100% PEFC-certified. This 
means that the wood used in Twinson comes from managed, 
sustainable forests. Twinson has a long life expectancy, 
hence the products that contain it guarantee years of quality 
service. After their usable life, they can be 100% recycled and 
reused without loss of quality.

  Splinter free

  Natural appearance

  Resistant to insects

  Does not split

  100% recyclable

  Durable, Low Maintenance

  Easy to fit

  Hidden fixings

  High slip resistance even when wet

Colours may vary in images due to photography/weather

HOLLOW DECKING 

BALUSTRADES

10

TWINSON PREMIUM DECKING 
SOLID & HOLLOW 

COMPOSITE FENCING

6

12

3

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF TWINSON, 
WHERE TECHNOLOGY AND NATURE GO 
HAND IN HAND

GARDEN ROOMS

16
PERGOLAS & VERANDAS

24
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TWINSON PREMIUM DECKING

510 SLATE GREY 503 HAZELNUT 509 RIVERSTONE

522 WALNUT

504 BARK

502 LIQUORICE

Colours available
   With the range of these colour options you can create decking designs to satisfy 
your creative feel.

TWINSON CLASSIC AND SOLID RANGE
   With six options

The colour samples are reproductions and can deviate from the originals. The large inset shows the natural colour which 
Deeplas composite decking will change to over time. Twinson contains wood fibres, susceptible to differences in colour and 
appearance. As soon as the product is exposed to sun and rain, these fibres will under go a natural ageing process and will be 
subject to colour change. After a couple of months the final patina will be achieved. Planks should be mixed prior to installation 
to obtain a natural effect.

Installation manual should be downloaded prior to any installation from www.deeplas.co.uk 

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
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P 9495
• 10 x P 9527
• 40 x P 9515

P 9527 > sst A2 P 9515

 

 
 

 
 

    

 

PLANK FINISHINGSTRUCTURE

PEDESTALS

ACCESSORIES

CLIPS

P 9555
P 9523

P 9522 P 9524

P 9556

P 9468

P 9518 P 9543

P 9483
• 100 x P 9540
• 120 x P 9538
• 1 x  R1

P 9484
• 600 x P 9540
• 720 x P 9538
• 3 x  R1

P 9481
• 10 x P 9529
• 10 x P 9542

P 9486
• 85 x P 9528
• 100 x P 9546
• 1 x  TX10

P 9512
• 10 x P 9512

P 9546
• 100 x P 9546

P 9489
• 10 x P 9514
• 10 x P 9515

P 2753
• 100 x P 2754
• 1 x  R2

P 9482
• 10 x P 9557
• 10 x P 9539

P 9429
40mm

P 9430
35-55mm

P 9431
55-95mm

P 9540 P 9538  P 9529 P 9542

 

P 9528 P 9546 P 9512

P 9546
P 2761

 

P 9514 P 9515 P 2754

P 9557

P 9539

finished side

P 9495
• 10 x P 9527
• 40 x P 9515

P 9527 > sst A2 P 9515

P 9523 P 9522 P 9524

P 9468

 

CLIPS

P 9366

P 9542P 9469P 9477

P 9364 85 x 1 x1 x

For wooden substructure For aluminium substructure FINISHING
P 9556

P 9518 P 9363

ACCESSORIES
P 9489
• 10 x P 9514
• 10 x P 9515

P 2753
• 100 x P 2754
• 1 x  R2

P 9514 P 9515 P 2754

P 9326

12 x 8 x 90 x 90mm

P 9480

Flat connector

PEDESTALS
P 9429
40mm

P 9430
35-55mm

P 9431
55-95mm
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Composite hollow decking is perfect for gardens, patios, 
pool areas and holiday homes. Its recycled wood polymer 
construction makes composite wood so much more durable 
than timber. Composite wood has added resistance to 
damage from a variety of the common threats to the 
appearance of decking; whether that be bicycles, barbecues, 
party-goers, paddling pools or garden furniture.

Scrubbing and staining your deck every year is a thing of 
the past with composite wood decking. It comes in four 

natural shades that resist the fading caused by sunlight and 
air pollutants. The colour is also constant through the entire 
core of the product so composite wood’s appearance with 
regard to its colour has greater longevity, with something as 
simple as an annual, light jet wash being enough to uphold 
this level of appearance.

Clever concealed fixings give a neat, flawless finish which can 
be installed quickly and easily making composite wood the 
ideal decking choice.

Natural look Slip resistant Seamless installation 
with hidden fixings

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE HOLLOW DECKING

Durable and  
long lasting

No painting  
or staining

20 year guarantee

20

  Hollow decking is made using a unique homogeneous wood 
polymer construction that maintains its high performance 
for years and years without the need for time consuming 
maintenance and painting

  Hollow decking is constructed from ethically sourced, 
traceable recycled wood from timber mills and recycled 
plastic polymer

  Hollow decking is colour stabilised to protect it from UV rays 
and other fading effects

  Hollow decking has 60% timber content to prevent damage. 
It is strong enough to withstand stiletto heels and is 
naturally slip resistant and splinter free making it safer for 
children, visitors and pets.

Durable, strong with lifelong beauty

HOLLOW DECKING

THE DURABLE ALTERNATIVE TO TIMBER

Hard-wearing

Low maintenance

Highly water resistant

COLOURS AVAILABLE
   With four colour options you can create decking designs to give your garden, holiday home or patio a truly stylish look.

Hollow decking – top tips

   Providing expansion gaps allows proper drainage and 
ventilation to the sub base which prevents the timber  
from rotting

  Do not lay the decking boards directly onto a solid surface

  Always allow a 150mm air-gap to create unobstructed airflow 
under the deck

  Hollow decking requires a smaller level of maintenance over  
its life. Cleaning up with a garden hose is sufficient to uphold  
its colour

  Do not to use aggressive chemical cleaning products

  Hollow decking can be cleaned with a pressure washer, 
but its important to ensure the unit is less than 80 bar, the 
temperature must be no more than 40 C̊, and position the lance 
head no closer than 30cm

  Do not place heavy items over 100kg on your deck or drag 
furniture across the decking planks which could damage  
your deck. 

ANCIENT BLACK WILD BROWN SALT LAKE SILVER ANTIQUE ASH
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Warranty Details Decking

Deeplas Decking is covered by a twenty (20) year warranty against warping, cracking, splitting, rotting and 
fungal decay caused by manufacturing defects, when subject to normal use. For the full 
terms and conditions of this warranty please ask our Customer Care Team for further documentation.

Installation manual should be downloaded prior to any installation from www.deeplas.co.uk 

Double sided hollow decking board

Double-sided Hollow Decking Board  
(Woodgrain & Grooved)  
Size: D:25mmxW:145mmxL:3660mm

Ancient Black EC-DECK-AB

Antique Ash EC-DECK-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-DECK-SLS

Wild Brown EC-DECK-WB 

ANCIENT BLACK

WILD BROWN

SALT LAKE SILVER

ANTIQUE ASH

WOODGRAIN GROOVED

20-YR
GUARANTEE

Conditions apply*

HOLLOW DECKING

TRIMS AND ACCESSORIES

Salt Lake Silver

Edging Trim –  
Size: 42mmx6mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-EDGETRIM-AB

Antique Ash EC-EDGETRIM-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-EDGETRIM-SLS

Wild Brown EC-EDGETRIM-WB

Step & Edge Nosing Woodgrain –  
Size: 150mmx25mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-STEPNOSE-AB-WG

Antique Ash EC-STEPNOSE-AA-WG

Salt Lake Silver EC-STEPNOSE-SLS-WG

Wild Brown EC-STEPNOSE-WB-WG

Step & Edge Nosing Groove –  
Size: 150mmx25mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-STEPNOSE-AB-GR

Antique Ash EC-STEPNOSE-AA-GR

Salt Lake Silver EC-STEPNOSE-SLS-GR

Wild Brown EC-STEPNOSE-WB-GR

Ancient Black

Fascia Board –  
Size: 150mmx15mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-FASCIA-AB

Antique Ash EC-FASCIA-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-FASCIA-SLS

Wild Brown EC-FASCIA-WB

Starter Clip

Stainless Steel EC-STCLIP

Locking Clip

EC-LOCKCLIP

PE Clip

EC-PECLIP

Groove in Salk lake Silver
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BENEFITS OF BALUSTRADE

Composite balustrades and railings complete any hollow 
decking project in style. High quality and durable, you can 
choose to match the decking colour or create a contrast with 
three colour options.

Available to order as a kit or as individual components. 
Composite balustrades and railings are sturdy and simple  
to install to any decking area, garden, outdoor space or 
holiday home.

COMPLETE YOUR DECKING IN STYLE

BALUSTRADES

Quick and easy 
installation

Easy to clean No painting  
or staining

Strong and safe Low maintenance20 year guarantee

20

COLOURS AVAILABLE
  With three colour options you can create decking designs to give your garden, holiday home or patio a truly stylish look.

GRAPHITE CHARCOAL WALNUT

Warranty Details Balustrades 
Deeplas Balustrades are covered by a twenty (20) year warranty against warping, cracking, splitting, rotting 
and fungal decay caused by manufacturing defects, when subject to normal use. For the full terms and 
conditions of this warranty please ask our Customer Care Team for further documentation.

20-YR
GUARANTEE

Conditions apply*

BALUSTRADE KITS AND ACCESSORIES

Balustrade Kit

Graphite  EC-BALUSTRADE-GR

Charcoal  EC-BALUSTRADE-CH

Walnut     EC-BALUSTRADE-WN

Ash           EC-BALUSTRADE-AS

Autumn   EC-BALUSTRADE-AT

BALUSTRADE KITS

Balustrade Kit Components

Composite Newels 1150 x 95 x 95mm x1

Composite Handrail/Base rail 45 x 93 x 1640mm x2

Composite Spindles 54 x 54 x 900mm x9

Plastic Inserts x18 

Composite Post Caps x2

L Brackets x2

Plastic inserts - 
Size: 37.5x37.5mm

ECO-09-SI

Handrail –  
Size: 45x93x1640mm

Graphite HANDRAIL-GR

Charcoal HANDRAIL-CC

Walnut HANDRAIL-WN

Ash HANDRAIL-AS

Autumn HANDRAIL-AT

Composite spindle –  
Size: 54x54x900mm

Graphite ECO-11-GR

Charcoal ECO-11-CC

Walnut ECO-11-WN

Ash ECO-11-AS

Autumn ECO-11-AT

Post cap - 
Square bevelled

Graphite ECO-10-GR

Charcoal ECO-10-CC

Walnut ECO-10-WN

Ash ECO-10-AS

Autumn ECO-10-AT

L Bracket - 
Size: 50x40mm

ECO-L-BRACKET

Metal Bolt Down Supports
Size: 150x150x750mm

ECO-BOLT-SUPPORT

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

ASH AUTUMN

Installation manual should be downloaded prior to any installation from www.deeplas.co.uk 
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The unique finish of composite fencing will add beauty 
and complement a gardens’ natural surroundings. These 
incredibly light fencing panels are incredibly strong, making 
general handling and transportation easy. 

Environmentally friendly, composite fencing is manufactured 
from 75% recycled materials with a composite skin. In using 
composite fencing you can be assured that you are protecting 
the world’s natural resources and helping the environment.

No painting 
or staining

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE FENCING

Easy to cleanSave time  
and moneyEasy to cut

Lightweight

Accepts screws

Tough and  
hard-wearing 

20 year guarantee  Composite fencing is so easy to cut, gravel boards can be 
easily trimmed to suit popular European fence panels which 
are 1.8m wide

  Composite fencing posts and gravel boards can also be used  
in conjunction with wooden panels

  Composite fencing’s unique finish will add beauty and 
complement gardens for years to come. Unlike most 
traditional fencing, the dual face means you can also share 
the cost with neighbours

   Replace rotten old wood panels from the concrete posts and 
then slot the composite fencing gravel boards in place. In an 
instant you have a maintenance free fence which not only 
looks good but is easy to install and never needs treating

  Composite fencing is a pleasure to work with at around  
5kg it is incredibly light and strong, making general handling 
and transportation easy.

A QUICK AND EASY SOLUTION

COMPOSITE FENCING

Eco friendly

20

COLOURS AVAILABLE
  With three colour options you can create fencing designs to give your garden a truly stylish look.

We are replicating the characteristics of timber and working with recycled material, products will vary in shade and texture. All 
these effects are normal and part of the manufacturing process and in no way affect the longevity of Composite Fencing. The 
material will become lighter in appearance over time in much the same way as timber does.

Easy to install with new posts or existing concrete posts

NATURAL WALNUT GRAPHITE

BEFORE

EASILY REPLACE  ROTTEN OLD PANELS

AFTER 
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  The Supaspike is incredibly 
easy to install, just drive it 
into the ground and place  
the post over the top of 
the spike. 

Supaspike bolt down- Size: H:600mmxDIA:38mm  
(foot plate 150mmx150mm)

ECOFBDOWN

  For solid surfaces such as 
driveways and pavements,  
use the Supaspike Bolt Down.

   Protect the fencing against theft

Eco gate

MTOGATE

Anti-theft clip 

ECOFATCLIP

Supaspike - Size: H:1080mmxDIA:38mm

ECOSPIKE

ACCESSORIES

Installation manual should be downloaded prior to any installation from www.deeplas.co.uk 

   Available in all colours opposite

MADE TO MEASURE

COMPOSITE FENCING

FENCING ACCESSORIES 

Decorative caps - Flat cap 
Size: 110mmx90mm  

Natural ECOFFCAPNAT

Walnut ECOFFCAPWAL

Graphite ECOFFCAPGRA

3-Way utility strip - Corner/End attachment 
Size: L2.1mx58mmx20mm 

Natural ECOFUSTRNAT

Walnut ECOFUSTRWAL

Graphite ECOFUSTRGRA
SIMPLE TO FIT 

20-year guarantee 

All Deeplas composite fence products come with a twenty (20) year manufacturing guarantee against 
rotting. Variations in colour, shade or pigment are NOT covered under our guarantee. These variations 
in no way affect the longevity of the product. (For further information on the product guarantee, please 
review the full Deeplas composite fence terms and conditions). For more information, call 0800 988 7307 
or visit www.deeplas.co.uk

20-YR
GUARANTEE

Conditions apply*

POSTS AND PANELS 

Posts - Size: H:1.8mx110mmx90mm

Natural ECOFPOST6NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST6WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST6GRA

Posts - Size: H:2.4mx110mmx90mm  
includes steel insert

Natural ECOFPOST8NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST8WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST8GRA

Posts - Size: H:2.7mx110mmx90mm  
includes steel insert

Natural ECOFPOST9NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST9WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST9GRA

Composite fencing panels  - Size: L:1.829mxH:300mm

Natural ECOFPAN6NAT

Walnut ECOFPAN6WAL

Graphite ECOFPAN6GRA

Composite fencing panels  - Size: L:2.438mxH:300mm

Natural ECOFPAN8NAT

Walnut ECOFPAN8WAL

Graphite ECOFPAN8GRA

SIMPLYSTACK TO THE REQUIRED HEIGHT

3 POST 
HEIGHTS 

AVAILABLE 
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KYUBE GARDEN ROOM RANGE  

Get more out of your garden with one of our bespoke 
Kyube Garden Buildings. We’ve created a range of Garden 
Buildings which can be tailored to your specific requirements, 
handmade to order and can be delivered to your home 
within 8 weeks. Your Kyube can be constructed and ready to 
use in a few days after delivery. 

Whether you want to create a home office, entertainment 
space, or even a child’s playroom, our flexible options ensure 
it’s easy to design your own Kyube - creating that much 
needed additional space in your home which can be used all 
year round.

We offer two bespoke Kyube solutions, which can be adapted 
to suit your taste and requirements. 

Firstly, our Timber Frame building. This option comes fitted 
with with your choice of Coastline exterior Cladding, plus 
your selection of door, door furniture and window colour. 

The interior is left unfinished, only OSB boarded and 
insulated, allowing you to decorate the room to your design. 

The second option is our modular timber building, Kyube 
Plus. In addition to choosing your exterior finishes, this 
building comes with the option to select an interior pack to 
give you the interior finish to suit your requirements. 

Both frame options are available in a range of sizes to suit 
any shape and sized garden. 

Everyone of our Kyube Garden Buildings are individually 
designed and made in the UK by our specialist team. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS OF KYUBE GARDEN ROOMS

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR GARDEN

Choose a size to 
fit your space

Choice of  
cladding colours 

Optional side  
storage extension

Two frame 
style options

Low maintenance 15 year guarantee

15
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KYUBE PLUS MODULAR GARDEN ROOMS 

Kyube Plus garden rooms are high-quality, highly-insulated 
garden buildings designed as a prefabricated modular SIP panel 
construction. They’ve been meticulously crafted to provide a long-
lasting, warm and quiet space. 

Kyube Plus exterior is beautifully vertically clad with either FSC, 
durable premium larch or redwood or PVC cladding in a choice of 
four colours. 

Offering a full room solution, with all the usual optional extras 
built-in as standard. Insulation, heating, and electrics.

The interior of the building is fitted out in OSB and can be plastered 
if you require. We offer a flooring and skirting option so all you 
have to do is finish the walls in the finish of your choice.

Kyube Plus has double-glazed sliding patio doors and the option to 
add front windows in the larger sizes. The windows and doors are 
in Anthracite Grey with matching trims which compliment any of 
the cladding colours perfectly.  

Best of all, Kyube Plus garden rooms are delivered  
pre-fabricated. So, they can be installed in as little as two days. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED:

n  Can be installed in a few days   
 Delivery in 4 weeks 

n  Prefabricated SIP panel construction 

n  Insulated steel  base with Firestone 
 EPDM rubber roof 

n  Maintenance-free PVC or wood 
 vertical cladding 

n  Internal Electric kit with 2kw panel  
 heater included 

n   Internal OSB or plasterboard lined 
walls - Optional extra Interior Decor 
Pack available 

n  Electric pack

n  Optional - full height double-glazed 
  window on wider rooms 

When you choose out timber modular building the style is up to you. We offer 11 sizes with 6 
external composite cladding options, 5 door furnishings and 3 door frame colours options to 
choose from. There are a combination of external finishes to work with every space and taste. 

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

Anthracite Grey 
interior

EXTERNAL CLADDING COLOUR OPTIONS
With Anthracite Grey trims

Door and window 
frame colour

Customise your Kyube Plus exterior finish

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

ANTEAKTURNER OAK SHEFFIELD 
CONCRETE

REDWOOD LARCH

4 low maintenance PVC 2 real wood

SATIN BLACK

Door furniture
colours

Flooring options 

ENGLISH OAK IRISH OAK SWEDISH OAK

ENGLISH OAK WHITE SATIN ANTHRACITE 
GREY

Recycled PVC-U skirting 
Skirting and architrave 

Interior finishes 

OSB
As standard

PLASTERBOARD
Optional

Window position on buildings 5.2 and 5.8m in width

Let even more natural light flood into your room with the 
installation of a full height double-glazed window. 

SIZE CHART

Depth

W
id

th

2700 3300

2700

3300

3950

4600

5200

5800

KYUBE PLUS GARDEN ROOMS COME WITH A 15 YEAR GUARANTEE

New
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KYUBE TIMBER FRAME BUILDINGS 

The modern natural appearance of Kyube makes it an 
attractive addition to any garden. It has a pressure treated 
timber frame, covered with low-maintenance composite 
cladding. 

And if you want more flexibility on your interior finish, this is 
the best choice. The inside is a blank canvas of timber walls 
and floor, ready to add your own finish. Alternatively, opt 

for an insulated and boarded finish and customise with our 
optional interior pack option.

There are six size options available, ranging from our smallest 
at 3.6m x 2.55m to our largest at 4.8m x 3.75m. 

Choose French, patio or bi-fold doors. Plus, you have the 
option to add an extra corner window to let in more light in 
conjunction with our French doors. 

WHAT’S  
INCLUDED:
n  Firestone EPDM rubber roof system

n  PVC Patio, French or Bi-fold door 
 with colour options 

n  Optional - 600mm Corner  PVC Window 

n  Composite Coastline Cladding in  
 a choice of 6 colours 

n  External lights included 

n  Electric pack

n  Optional - Internal décor pack 

When you choose our Timber Framed Garden Room, 
the style is up to you. With 6 external cladding colour 
options, 5 door furniture colour options and 3 door frame 
colour options to choose from, there is a combination of 
external finishes to work with every space and any taste. 

MOONDUST 
GREY

GOLDEN OAK
White interior

OYSTERANTHRACITE 
GREY

PIGEON BLUE TAUPE

WHITE
White interior

SOFT GREEN

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

White interior

SATIN SILVER SATIN BLACKWHITE CHROMEGOLD

EXTERNAL CLADDING COLOUR OPTIONS
Supplied with matching trims

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
All frames are white internally

External cladding 
Our premium Coastline composite cladding system 
is available in 6 colours. It’s made from a unique new 
composite material which means it’s incredibly resilient,  
yet amazingly easy to work with and fit. 

Window and door colour options 
All our Kyube Garden Buildings come with either a French 
door (opens outwards) or with our Patio door as standard 
and now you have the optional extra of a Bi-fold door. Our 

windows and doors are all made to the highest energy and 
security standards. Our windows and doors come in a range 
of colours to choose from.

Door furniture options
Perfectly match your hardware to your door. Giving you 
complete control over the finished look. Plus the multi-point 
lock system gives you the security you need. Our Garden 
Buildings door furniture comes in a range of 5 colour options. 

SIZE CHART

Depth

W
id

th

2550 37500

3600

4200

4800
1.4m wide 

(1.2m wide on 3.6m wide buildings)
2.4m wide 

(left/right opening)
2.4m wide 

(left/right outward opening)

FRENCH DOORS PATIO DOORS BI-FOLD DOORS

600mm corner window (left/
right/both sides)

FRENCH DOORS  
+ CORNER WINDOW

Door and window options

A COMBINATION OF CLADDING, DOOR AND WINDOW CHOICES Customise your exterior finish

DOOR FURNITURE COLOURS
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Enjoy the building that covers all your requirements including 
where to store your bikes, garden equipment or toys. with the 
addition of the storage extension. 

The storage extension is available for both the Kyube Plus and 
Timber Frame Buildings which can be positioned at either end 
of your building with the choice of a glazed or solid door.

Options: 

Kyube Plus 

n  1.2m wide x 2.7m deep

n  1.2m wide x 3.3m deep

Kyube Timber Frame 

n  1.2m wide x 2.55m deep

n  1.2m wide x 3.75m deep

INTERNAL DECOR PACK  

To help you complete your Garden Building you 
can add our ‘Internal Decor Pack’ to your order 
- giving you a choice of internal wall cladding, 
luxury vinyl flooring and skirting boards for that 
perfect finish.

Décor wall cladding options

Our internal cladding is quick and easy to install 
and simple to keep looking its best. The wall pan-
elling comes in four classic colours and texture 
options.

Luxury vinyl tile fooring

Vinyl flooring is ideal for garden rooms. It’s easy 
to clean, slip and water-resistant, and adds sound 
and insulating properties to help your room feel 
snug all year round.

Recycled PVC-U skirting options 
The PVC-U skirting board is the perfect addition to 
any interior. No need to paint, sand or mitre; it’s 
ready to fit and will stand the test of time.

Internal cladding options Luxury vinyl tile flooring Recycled PVC-U skirting

EXTRA STORAGE OPTION  

FUN WOOD*

DÉCOR CHOICE
Internal cladding

LIGHT WOOD*

*Available for Kyube Timber 
Frame option only

FLOORING OPTIONS 

ENGLISH OAK WHITE SATIN ANTHRACITE 
GREY

Recycled PVC-U skirting 
Skirting and architrave 

INTERNAL DECOR PACK

WHITE* PLASTERBOARD

ENGLISH OAK IRISH OAK SWEDISH OAK

PANEL  
PRE PAINTED 

WALLING*

INTERNAL FINISHES AVAILABLE FOR KYUBE GARDEN ROOMS REQUIRE MORE STORAGE?

Installation manual should be downloaded prior to any installation from www.deeplas.co.uk 
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OASIS PERGOLAS 

A deluxe pergola gives you the best of both worlds. Have an 
open space above your head so you feel like you’re sitting 
out in the open. Or cover up at the touch of a button if it’s 
too sunny or starts to rain. So, whatever the weather, you can 
experience the ultimate outdoor living feeling.

They’re available in eleven sizes, ranging from our smallest  
at 3 x 3.02m, to our largest at 4 x 6.08m. 

Deluxe pergolas also come with the option of adding an LED 
light strip. Providing you with an easy way to enjoy your space 
as the sun goes down.

PERGOLA ROOF

STANDARD PERGOLA WITH 
FIXED ROTATING LOUVRE ROOF

Our Oasis pergolas come in two options. The Deluxe pergola has a retractable roof and is available in eleven sizes. And 
the standard pergola has a fixed rotating louvre roof and is available in six sizes. You can also choose to have your pergola 
freestanding or as a canopy attached to your house. Our pergola range are all manufactured with aluminium square frame 
in grey.

Available in grey, square frame only

PERGOLA FRAME

3000 3500

3011

3539

4067

4947

DELUXE PERGOLA WITH 
RETRACTABLE ROOF

LED STRIP LIGHTS

These elegant LED strip lights let you stay outside after dark 
and they come as standard..

SIZE CHART

3000 3500 4000

3014

3517

4128

4964

6078

Depth

W
id

th

If you want to decide for yourself how much you want to 
enjoy the sun and weather, the Oasis pergola is the perfect 
choice. Using a remote control, you can easily tilt the 
louvres in the roof to a different position. So, you can play 
with the light, the shade and the airflow above you.

During the summer, you’ll have the flexibility to either sit in 
the sun or take advantage of the shade. And in winter, you’ll 
experience the benefits of a waterproof roof, protecting you 
against the elements. This allows you to enjoy your outside 
space all year round.

They’re available in six sizes, ranging from our smallest  
at 3 x 3.01m, to our largest at 4.95 x 3.5m. 

These pergolas also come with the option of adding an LED 
light strip. 

Oasis Deluxe Pergolas Oasis Pergolas

Depth

W
id

th

Oasis Deluxe Pergolas Oasis Pergolas

New

WITH TILT OR FULLY SLIDING RETRACTABLE LOUVRES
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OASIS VERANDAS

Enjoy the daylight and uninterrupted views of trees, birds and 
stars, under a beautiful clear glass veranda. Our Oasis glass 
verandas aim to bring enrichment to your outdoor life, and 
a feeling a pure luxury. They give you space to enjoy being 
outdoors, while offering you shelter from bad weather. And 
a glass roof means they won’t block out the light coming 
through your home’s windows.

VERANDA ROOF

VERANDA WITH 
POLYCARBONATE ROOF

Our Oasis verandas come in two options. The glass veranda has a glazed roof, and the polycarbonate veranda has a 
polycarbonate roof with four colour options. In addition, you can choose from three frame colours and two types of leg, 
guttering and footplate. And you can choose to have it installed with one side attached to your house, or freestanding, away 
from the house. 

They’re available in three widths and five depths, ranging from our smallest at 4.06 x 2.50m, to our largest at 6.06 x 6m.

All our verandas have an aluminium frame in a choice of three colours: white textures, cream white or grey textured.

VERANDA FRAME COLOURS

VERANDA WITH 
GLAZED ROOF

LEG, GUTTER & FOOTPLATE

STRUCTURE SIZE CHART

Projection

W
id

th

If you’d like a veranda that’s finished to perfection and 
is fully customisable to your needs, then meet the Oasis 
polycarbonate roof veranda.

Our polycarbonate roof veranda comes in a choice of three 
roof colours. If you love a clear view so you can see the sky 
and trees around you, choose a clear or ultra-clear roof. Or 
if you’d prefer a bit of protection from the sun, but still want 
plenty of light coming through, opt for opal or solar control.

Oasis Verandas with glazed roof Oasis Verandas with polycarbonate roof

4060 5060 6060

2500

3000

3500

4000

6000

CLEAR ULTRA-CLEAR

SOLAR OPAL

POLYCARBONATE COLOURS

WHITE TEXTURES CREAM WHITE GREY TEXTURED

SQUARE LEG, ROUND GUTTER, 
NO FOOTPLATE

HALF ROUND LEG, CLASSIC 
GUTTER, WITH FOOTPLATE

New

EXTEND THE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE



DEEPLAS ROOFLINE

DEEPLAS WINDOW 
BOARDS

TWINSON DECKINGTWINSON PREMIUM 
CLADDING

INTERNAL WALL  
& CEILING PANELS

FULL  
PRODUCT 

RANGE

ROOMLINE PVC-U  
SKIRTING

DEEPLAS EMBOSSED 
CLADDING

SKYPOD LANTERN ROOFS

SLATESKIN GRP  
SHEET TILE SYSTEM RAINWATER SHOWER PANELS

COASTLINE LIGHTWEIGHT
COMPOSITE CLADDING

EQUINOX TILED  
ROOF SYSTEM

GARDEN ROOMS

Customer service

If you need any assistance, please call the Customer Services team  
on 0800 988 7307 or visit deeplas.co.uk
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